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ABSTRACT
The aim of this paper is to gauge the cataloging practices
within the public library sector seen from the catalog with
Norway as a case, based on a sample of records from public
libraries and cataloging agencies. Findings suggest that libra-
ries make few changes to records they import from central
agencies, and that larger libraries make more changes than
smaller libraries. Findings also suggest that libraries catalog
and modify records with their patrons in mind, and though
the extent is not large, cataloging proficiency is still required
in the public library domain, at least in larger libraries, in order
to ensure correct and consistent metadata.
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Introduction

The international cataloging landscape is changing, with consequences for
local metadata practices. In 2019, Norway replaced the long-lasting catalog-
ing standard Anglo-American Cataloging Rules 2nd edition (AACR2) with
the newly translated Resource Description and Access (RDA). Public, aca-
demic, and national libraries are experimenting with – and in some cases
building – new systems based on linked data principles, for example at the
Oslo public library. As a result of new standards and organizational models
the aging, manifestation-oriented MARC formats are under pressure.
As early as 2006, Roy Tennant, at that time User Services Architect at the

California Digital Library, envisaged a future where “[..] the modern cata-
loger will one day be a software enabled specialist who can gather, subset,
normalize, and enrich piles of records for a specific audience or purpose.”1

The traditional trades of librarianship like cataloging, classification, refer-
ence work, etc. are still taught at library and information science (LIS)
schools, but to a lesser extent.2 Additional trades, such as teaching,
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leadership, information and communication technologies, and the like, have
gained relatively higher prominence in the curriculum. This trend has been
apparent for over a decade both internationally and in Norway. Dahl,
Knutsen, and Tallerås3 have advocated for broadening the understanding of
the metadata life-cycle when educating catalogers, something that has had
consequences for the cataloging education at the LIS department of Oslo
Metropolitan University, Norway’s largest LIS school. Research carried out in
Norway indicates that librarians have been working on records locally, both
cataloging and classification, but to a lesser extent than previously,4 as the
National Library of Norway has restricted allowed modifications to centrally
cataloged records that are made available to the central library search portal
Biblioteksøk to mainly adding additional subject headings or Dewey codes.5

Within this landscape of public library cataloging, we started with this
project, exploring the following research questions:

� What has characterized metadata and cataloging practices in Norwegian
public libraries in 2017–2018?

� What are the central quality attributes that affect these practices?
� To what extent is there need for cataloging competencies in public libraries?

Using metadata as a lens through which to regard practice, the main
research data used for addressing these questions are 116,029 NORMARC6

records downloaded from the catalogs of 49 public libraries of varying
sizes, as well as 21,275 records from two central cataloging agencies. The
record sampling criterion is expressed by the search index dc.date with
value 2017. The publication date was our only sampling criterion; this
guaranteed that both print and non-print resources are present in our sam-
ple. Here we were studying the two central agencies, as well as the client
libraries as communities of practice interacting with these records, and to a
lesser extent also the implications of various practices on usability.
In the remainder of the paper, after a discussion of the theoretical back-

ground of the work, we describe the Norwegian public library metadata land-
scape, and the data sample representing it. We follow with a thorough data
analysis accompanied by examples illustrating important aspects of cataloging
practices in light of the theory. We conclude the paper by drawing some impli-
cations for education and practice and suggesting paths for further research.

Theory and related work

MARC and metadata quality

In recent years, metadata quality has often been discussed in a digital library
context. Greenberg and Robertson7 define metadata quality as “accurate,
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consistent, sufficient, and thus reliable.” Robertson comments that the suffi-
ciency idea is double-edged, referring “back to the primary and overriding def-
inition for quality in any setting: fitness for purpose — as true for metadata as
it is for designing a car or boiling an egg.”8 In this context, Robertson says that
“there is an acknowledgement that a nearly perfect record is possible. There are
also mechanisms which allow libraries to buy or exchange this agreed ‘perfect’
minimal record from external sources to reduce the volume and cost of in-
house cataloguing.”9 A key remark here is that “[m]echanisms such as this can
exist because the library community has shared purpose and conception of
metadata quality, which allows an agreed ‘level’” for exchange.”10

Bruce and Hillmann examine seven of the most commonly recognized
characteristics of metadata quality: completeness, accuracy, provenance,
conformance to expectations, logical consistency and coherence, timeliness
and accessibility.11 The provenance aspect is particularly interesting in our
context, applicable not only to the creating agency but also “what transfor-
mations have been applied to the data since it was created.”12

Conformance to expectations is also relevant.
The future of the MARC format has been under discussion for over a

decade. Critics point to the fact that the format, originally intended for the
production of printed catalog cards, is by nature strict and not very hospit-
able to exchange between local and union catalog systems.13 Tennant has
put at least some of the blame for the problems of the library catalog on
the MARC format and its limited coverage.14 The phrase ”MARC must
die” has been heard in library conferences for nearly two decades.15

But MARC has also had its proponents. Guenther16 claims that many of
the caveats Tennant lists are not due to the format itself, but a result of the
policies of cataloging institutions. Indeed, MARC has exhibited a remarkable
resilience, still fueling catalogs worldwide. Smith-Yoshimura et al.17 carried
out a study of MARC field usage in WorldCat, attempting to gauge the
implications of field usage on library practices. The aim of the study was to
“[..] inform more efficient and effective MARC metadata creation
practices.”18 Possible criteria for “good enough cataloging,” as they see it,
may be discovery of known or unknown items? Machine or human match-
ing? Discovery of all manifestations of a given work? Interpreting the poten-
tial value of an item for a user’s needs? Limiting or faceting search results?
Delivering content? Facilitating machine processing and manipulation?19

One interesting understanding of the demands for modern library meta-
data is that “[w]ith more text being indexed by search engines, focus should
be on the authorized names, classifications, and controlled vocabularies that
keyword searching of full-text will not provide.”20 Hjørland21 seems to agree
here, making the claim that, “[b]oth automatic and manual indexing systems
are often supposed to be neutral and the best one for any purpose! It is this
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positivist epistemology that I believe we need to challenge. We need to prove
that Google, for example, is not always good enough.”22

In the years 2013-2018, with reference to Smith-Yoshimura et al.23

OCLC were “Ground- truthing” MARC Usage across all WorldCat libra-
ries.24 to find “which elements and subfields have actually been used, and
more importantly, how?” This work was carried out mainly to inform deci-
sions about “where we go from here,” which among other activities should
support decisions about transitions to new formats.

Educating catalogers

After being a core competency in LIS education institutions worldwide,
the need to educate catalogers and classifiers has been under debate.
While there may not be many voiced opponents to such an education, the
development “on the ground” shows for example that many ALA- accred-
ited LIS schools have, through the 2000s reduced cataloging education
from being a core competency required for all students to introductory
courses in bibliographic control. Proponents like Gorman25 have empha-
sized the understanding element of such an education, and its significance
for better bibliographic control. In Norway Dahl, Knutsen, and Tallerås26

observed the need to broaden the perspective of cataloging into metadata
education. The Bachelor curriculum at Oslo Metropolitan University has
in recent years “lifted” the perspective of its former “cataloging” education
away from “handcraft” into understanding of metadata practice in
context, particularly involving more formats/rule-sets and types of
description.

The NORMARC standard as a boundary object

In this paper the NORMARC standard on which creation and manipulation of
bibliographic records in Norway are based, is regarded as a boundary object
among different stakeholders, in our case cataloging agencies, individual libra-
ries and end-users (See Figure 1). Boundary objects were introduced and
defined by Bowker and Star in connection with classification systems and stand-
ards, referring to different communities usage of these.27 Using boundary
objects to research LIS related practices has previously been done, particularly
for classification28,29 but also for other artifacts, like the FRBR group 1 entities.30

Though the satisfaction of end-users is (or ought to be) the most relevant
indicator for the success of the standard, various stake-holders develop
their own way of following the standard that may or may not be directly
related to user satisfaction. “For a boundary object to be most useful, it
needs to serve as a mechanism for translation between all the different
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communities of practice who are using the boundary object.”31 But serving
as such a mechanism does not necessarily presuppose consensus.
“Boundary objects mediate between different groups; they do not provide a
common understanding, or consensus between participants. Instead, they
serve a dual function similar to that of geographic boundaries.”32

To approach this, some trends have been identified in the data sample.
These include differences of practice between the central agencies as well as
differences of practices among libraries based on their size in terms of FTE
(full time equivalents), when it comes to modifying imported records and
producing new records. We have also tried to look at field usage differences
between different types of records.
In this article, quality is defined as “Fitness for use.” An original

definition by Juran states that “the user of a product or service should be
able to count on it for what they needed or wanted to do with it.”33 Users
here means end-users, but in our study a somewhat more general interpret-
ation is applied that also encompasses libraries and cataloging agencies.
To this end, the sample has been analyzed from the following points of view:

� What is the “typical” MARC record seen from the point of view of
libraries and cataloging agencies (what fields are being used, and how
often do they occur in relative terms)?

� What changes do libraries make to records and why (what “fitness for
use” ideal do they aspire) do they make them?

The Norwegian public library metadata landscape

Cataloging actors

According to Statistics Norway,34 in 2017 there were 674 public library
departments in Norway, with a total of 1752.6 FTEs. The number of

Figure 1. Standards as boundary object among stakeholders.
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distinct catalogs is estimated to just above 400 (we found no historical sta-
tistics for 2017 covering this).
Norwegian public libraries have traditionally purchased centrally cata-

loged records from the BIBBI database of Biblioteksentralen,35 which is a
public company cooperatively owned by Norwegian municipalities and
the library association, delivering books and other library related products
in addition to metadata. In 2016 the National Library, acting as a director-
ate under the ministry of culture, entered a cooperation with Bokbasen
AS36 (hereafter referred to as Bokbasen), for the purchase of centrally cat-
aloged records of books published by Norwegian publishers.37 Bokbasen
has its origins in the Norwegian book database established in 1984 by the
Norwegian publisher organization and contains information on all books
published in Norway. It is now a corporation, majority-owned by a num-
ber of publishers, providing metadata and services based on the book
database to a range of customers. Bokbasen also delivers other types of
records to subscribing libraries through their integrated library system
(ILS) vendors.38 Libraries using the ILS Bibliofil share Dugnadsbasen,
a common repository of catalog records they may contribute to and
consume from.

Our data samples

Our original goal was to download one calendar year (2017) of metadata
production from the agencies as well as from a representative sample of
libraries. Unfortunately, the metadata production date (control-field 008,
pos. 0-5) showed not to be reliable (blank for many records). We therefore
resorted to selecting one year of production by the publication date of the
cataloged manifestation. We ended up downloading:

� One year of metadata growth from a sample of 49 Norwegian public
libraries, represented by the value 2017 of the search index dc.date
(equivalently �260 $c 2017)

� Central agency production with the same criterion, including (but not
limited to) for each imported library record its source record

This allowed us to analyze both the differences between the central agen-
cies Biblioteksentralen and Bokbasen, and the differences between the
agency records and the respective library records.

Libraries
The 49 libraries from which records were downloaded, comprise a sample
of the Norwegian public library landscape, both geographically and by
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size39 (see Table 1). Since the intention was to download all applicable
records from the selected libraries, processing costs dictated limiting the
number of libraries to around 50, of various sizes.
Since 2017, the requirements from records included in the National

Library search portal, practically discourage libraries from changing the
agency-provided records let alone local data like shelf marks. Although
in small volume, libraries seemingly still manipulate the downloaded
records, and our hypothesis is that this is done to satisfy a fitness-for-use
ideal they see, which is not always met by the quality standard imposed
and followed by the central agencies. As automatic detection of record
modification is encumbered by lack of confidence, our estimate is there-
fore conservative.

Cataloging sources
For the central agencies, all the dc.date ¼ 2017 records were downloaded,
producing the distribution detailed in Table 2.

Data analysis

In this section some traits of the material are reported, from which one
can extrapolate some core information about the 2017-2018 public library
metadata landscape. The presentation first treats the central agencies and
the library catalogs separately, and then presents and discusses field usage
statistics where the actors are treated jointly.

Central agencies

We have downloaded all dc.date ¼ 2017 records from both central agen-
cies, giving us 6,072 pairs (same manifestation) and 9,130 disjoint records
(Table 2). Of these 6,072, 5,815 were directly comparable. The remaining
records consisted of records with multiple ISBN numbers that we chose to
leave out of the direct comparison.

Table 1. Our library sample breakdown by FTE classes, total #records pr. class and mean
#records pr. library.
Class(FTEs) #Libraries in class tot. #records mean #records pr. library

0–2 15 25,815 1,721.0
2–5 12 21,692 1,807.7
5–10 10 23,912 2,391.2
10–20 8 25,462 3,182.8
>20 4 19,148 4,787.0
Total 49 116,029 –
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Dewey Decimal Classification
In Table 3(a), different main classes mean that the agencies interpret the
main class differently. Similar main classes mean agencies agree on the
main class but diverge on the secondary class. Similar section means a
divergence in the secondary class (e.g., under 320 for political science, 321
for system of governments and states vs. 324 for the political process). In
as many as 24.7% of the records, the section interpretation is similar, but
diverges further down the hierarchy. Many of those cases exhibit different
levels of specificity rather than different interpretations.
Divergent classification may be due to either different interpretations

of the tables or a failure to adhere to the standard on one or both sides.
As seen from Table 3(b), few subjects stand for a majority of the differ-
ences. Some differences seem as lack of adherence to rules, for example
that textbooks in certain subjects should be classified by the subject of
the book itself, not by 372.3–372.8. Other differences express divergent
interpretation. An example of such a difference is whether the focus is
on social provision of services to people with physical illnesses (360), or
on technology of medical services (610).

Table 2. Central agency record sample. The last column “#Imported from” gives the total
number of library records imported from the agency.
Agency # Disjoint records # Parallel records Total # Imported from

BIBBI 6,629 6,072 12,701 89,153
Bokbasen 2,501 6,072 8,573 16,149
Total 9,130 12,144 21,274

Table 3. Classification by agencies.
(a) Summary of classification comparison between agencies

Different main
classes

Similar main
classes Similar divisions

Similar sections
(and beyond) Similar Total

142 114 170 624 1,477 2,527
5.6% 4.5% 6.7% 24.7% 58.4% 100%

(b) Differences of subject code between agencies

Code VS #

900–999 History 310–390 Social Science 26
900–999 History other classes 24
300–309 Social sciences, sociology & antropology other parts (part. 900) 000–999 21
362.1–4 Social medicine 610–618 Medicine health 13
650 Management & public relations 100, 300, 400 Philosophy and psychology,

Social sciences, Language
12

030, 080 Encyclopedia & books of facts,
Quotations

other classes 6

370 Education other classes 4
Others 35
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As seen from Table 3, it is 300 (Social sciences) and 900 (History) that
stand out when it comes to determining the main class. One example is
“Dagbøker fra Jerusalem” (Diaries from Jerusalem), classified as 320.956 and
956.9422, respectively, where the question is whether this is a book about
Israeli politics or a multidisciplinary book about Israel. Biographies also exhibit
a difficulty. A biography of people associated with a specific subject should be
with the subject, but sometimes a person is associated with multiple subjects.
We have not identified any particular patterns of interpretation distin-

guishing the agencies.
The agencies seem to have comparable practice regarding classification.

We do not know whether this is a consequence of the tender referred to
(see note 37) or similar practices inherent to the agencies. A comparison of
an older set of parallel records might have shed some light on this.

Added entries
Added entries are access points that in NORMARC, just like in MARC 21,
are recorded in 7XX field tags.
The agencies differ in their treatment of added entries for short story

collections. BIBBI catalogers seem to use detailed analytical entries, whereas
Bokbasen catalogers tend toward a monolithic treatment. This is apparent
in Table 4(a) and (b) where Bokbasen does not use 700 $t at all, but a sig-
nificantly higher number of relator codes (700 $e) instead. It is worth men-
tioning here that RDA permits both types of practice.40

One example of these apparent differences of practice, is the collection of
folk-tales by Asbjørnsen and Moe (Table 5), where the BIBBI catalogers (to
the left) assigned an analytic added entry to each tale, including the title
($t) and the responsible person, whereas Bokbasen only assigned a non-
analytic added entry to Jørgen Moe (interpreting him as co- author) and
the illustrator Theodor Kittelsen. Another interesting feature of the

Table 4. Use of added entries by agencies – Difference in registering added entries between
agencies (across 5815 books cataloged by both agencies).
(a) total occurrences of subfields

Agency 700 $a 700 $e 700 $t 740 $a

BIBBI
Bokbasen

5,844
5,632

4,574
5,623

1,272
0

775
693

(b) Records with at least one occurrence of subfield

Agency 700 $a 700 $e 700 $t 740 $a

BIBBI
Bokbasen

3,354
3,667

3,262
3,664

179
0

571
417
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Bokbasen record, is the use of a name authority ID in $0. This is appar-
ently a choice taken by the agency, here “bending” the standard as the sub-
field is not a part of the NORMARC format. Another example of the
differences regarding analytical entries is the cataloging of Tolstoy’s Short
Stories (Table 6), where BIBBI (left) provides analytical Personal name
(700) entries for each of the stories, whereas Bokbasen provides Non-ana-
lytical title (740) entries.

Libraries

The analysis of the library records consisted mainly in looking at modifi-
cations done by libraries to agency records, relating the extent of

Table 5. The collection of folk-tales by Asbjørnsen and Moe, BIBBI (left) vs. Bokbasen.

Â(hat)-symbol after the field tag denotes unused (blank) indicator.

Table 6. Short stories by Tolstoy, excerpts. BIBBI (left) vs. Bokbasen.
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modification to library size. We present examples from two types of
modifications. Additionally, we were gauging in-house record production
and editing, looking at records that are not branded by either of the
central agencies.

Sampling modifications
As some of our libraries did not have a ”BIBBI” subscription, and thereby
received a smaller portion of each BIBBI record upon purchasing an item
(something that was brought to our attention late in the process), the
modification analysis needed to rely on material from libraries possessing a
subscription. Thus, the data is somewhat indicative in nature. We have
attempted to maintain a more or less equal number of records between the
size classes, but the totals are smaller (see Table 7), making the derived sta-
tistics somewhat less confident.
Whereas for repeatable fields modification counts would be unreliable

(and would demand great manual effort), counting modifications to non-
repeatable fields provided us with more reliable modification statistics. The
juxtaposition of agency record vs. respective library record relied on paral-
lel field-tag, indicator-values, subfield codes and subfield value match.
Automatic record modification routines were filtered according to informa-
tion we had gathered from the cataloging agencies, so that we, as far as

Table 7. Our library sample breakdown by FTE classes, total #records
per class and mean #records per library.
Class (FTEs) #Libraries in class tot. #records mean #records pr. library

0–2 7 25,815 1,721.0
2–5 7 21,692 1,807.7
5–10 5 23,912 2,391.2
10–20 3 25,462 3,182.8
>20 2 19,148 4,787.0
Total 24 50,971 –

Table 8. Changes introduced to a sample of fields.
(a) Changes introduced by libraries to agency records

FTE # libraries in group
average #changes

pr. library
average percent of

recs change

0–2 7 46 3,1
2–5 7 32 2.1
5–10 5 48 2.4
10–20 3 205 6.2
>20 2 689 14.2

(b) Import vs. changes from agencies

changes total import agency

2,446 (88%) 44,523 (93%) BIBBI
337 (12%) 3,431 (7%) Bokbasen AS
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possible, were only left with modifications attributable to the effort of
library staff. In Table 8(a), we list the number of changes introduced to
subfield $a of a selection of non-repeatable fields (019, 100, 240, 245, 260,
300, 520, and 546). For the 5xx (note fields) we set a minimum threshold
Levenstein’s distance of 10% of the longest of the imported and the modi-
fied subfield value, which is rather conservative. When it comes to the dis-
tribution of source agency in these changes, records imported from
Bokbasen stand for 12% of the source records to which those changes were
applied, whereas it only stands for 7% of the source records in this part of
the material (Table 8(b)). The over-representation of Bokbasen in modifica-
tion statistics may be explained by the agency being a newcomer as a cata-
loging source, and therefore less aligned with the libraries as a community
of practice.

Example: Modification to Target Audience
One area in which we observed modifications is the target audience of the
cataloged work, (019 $a). In this part of the material we identified 1,310
confident occurrences of such a change (real number probably higher), of
which 1,100 were changes to existing code, 97 addition, and 113 removals.
The largest libraries (larger than 10 FTEs) make more such changes per
record than the smaller libraries (see Table 9). Though small numbers in
absolute terms, this may be seen as an example of library staff adapting the
catalog for the user group as known to the library, facilitating improved
retrieval. Most of the modified codes used by the libraries appear to
be valid.

Classification codes
Libraries occasionally make changes to the classification portion of the
records they import from a central agency.
Classification codes are found both in the record’s designated DDC field

(082), as well as in the shelf mark (090). The shelf mark assigned by the
cataloging agencies normally follows the Abridged Dewey Decimal
Classification, 15th edition. Here the libraries do not have any instructions
as to what changes may be made, so many variants are in use.

Table 9. Changes introduced to Target audience (019 $a).
FTE # libraries in group average #changes per library average percent of recs change

0–2 7 3 0.2
2–5 7 2.8 0.18
5–10 5 6.2 0.3
10–20 3 38.3 1.16
>20 2 456 9.42
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In 2015, Norway implemented a complete translation of DDC, substitut-
ing the adapted Norwegian edition used prior to this. As a consequence, a
deeper classification has been applied, and changes were made to adapt to
the American edition, e.g., regarding the division into periods of Nordic
history. Libraries subsequently needed to adapt to changes in the depth of
classification, and different shelving. This reflects in almost all the observed
changes libraries make in the classification. After ignoring changes that are
probably caused by changes to the agency’s code not yet captured by the
library, only eight of the libraries in our sample had made more than 50
changes to the imported records. Seventy percent of these were pure
abridgements of Dewey (see Table 10), the remaining 30% were changes
into a DDC5-number (Table 11(a)) or other changes adapting the number
to the libraries’ own practice.
Some libraries have kept the DDC 5 class number for Nordic history.

This is a domain about which libraries have relatively many manifestations,
and reclassifying must have been a practical challenge, because here there
is not only a change, but also a displacement.
Another example where libraries chose to keep the DDC 5- number is

travel manuals (see Table 11(b)).
In conclusion, libraries mostly endorse the choice the agencies have

taken in field 082. When it comes to the shelf mark (090), a further
abridgement to the original number is often made.

Import vs. in-house production/editing
The degree and the nature of in-house record production in libraries is ill-
defined, and counts are encumbered by some uncertainty. Apart from
import from BIBBI and Bokbasen with small local changes, practice ranges

Table 10. Examples of abridgements of accessory table code.
From To

796.3340835
Soccer-Young people
twelve to twenty 796.334 Fotball

305.90691409481 Refugees (Norway) 305.906 Refugees

Table 11. Examples of changes in classification.
(a) Nordic history

example: 1945-1969

DDC23 DDC5
948.1043 948.1054

(b) Travel manuals

example: travel manuals

Krakow Poland
914.386204 914.3804
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between copy-cataloging and editing of records from external sources, such
as Library of Congress, WorldCat, and Bibsys, and creating records from
scratch. The sample here relies on the last (40th) position of the 008 control
field having neither the value ”2” nor ”9”, as BIBBI and Bokbasen brand
records produced by them. We see that these latter records (labeled ”IH” in
Tables 13 and 14) are different from the former in the distribution of field
occurrences, but the effort attributable to library staff in their preparation is
uncertain. Having said that, the figures in Table 12 indicate that larger libraries
do significantly more in-house metadata production than the smaller libraries,
whereas among smaller size classes the differences are less significant.

Field usage (agencies and libraries)

Inspired by work done by Smith-Yoshimura et al.41 on OCLC records,
field-occurrence counts have been performed. We compared the agency

Table 12. Import vs. In House practice. The right-most column presents the share of books of
the in-house records.

FTE # libraries in group Total Imported In-house prod./ editing
Own production

% of total Book % of in-house

0–2 15 25,817 25,243 564 2.2 43
2–5 12 21,695 21,301 375 1.7 34
5–10 10 23,913 22,511 1,396 5.8 23
10–20 8 25,463 23,228 2,235 8.8 34
>20 4 19,151 15,710 3,441 18 69

Table 13. Fields occurring in more than 20% of the library resp. agency records. The empha-
sized columns (marked %C) compare the subsets of records describing manifestations common
to the agencies. Local fields omitted.
Library (all) Library (IH) BIBBI Bokbasen

Description Tag % Tag % Tag %C % Tag %C %

Title Statement 245 100 245 100 245 100 100 245 100 100
Publication data 260 97 260 94 260 100 100 260 100 100
Acquisition Nr. 025 (18) 025 100 100
Cataloging Source 040 (13) 040 *100 �100
Physical descr. 300 95 300 76 300 100 100 300 99 97
ISBN 020 91 020 48 020 100 91 020 100 100
Main-entry pers. 100 88 100 51 100 89 83 100 89 89
Summary 520 79 520 21 520 72 56 520 99 98
Index Term genre 655 70 655 30 655 66 71 655 68 69
Topical term 650 61 650 31 650 75 69 650 87 85
Added-entry pers. 700 52 700 32 700 58 51 700 63 62
Uniform title 240 33 240 35 �28 240 35 32
Classification code 082 33 082 51 082 45 38 082 48 45
Original title 574 32 574 34 �27 574 35 31
General note 500 32 500 20 500 (18) (15) 500 25 23
Subj. a.e. Geogr. 651 27 651 26 26 651 43 44
Accessibility note 532 27
Target audience 521 26 521 26 37 521 25 21
System & file detail 538 24 538 (6) (13)
Content note 505 21 505 36 31 041 40 35
Series Statement 440 20 440 28 32 440 25 27
Language note 546 (16) 546 11 �53
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records (see Tables 13 and 14), studying overall usage pattern, and some
specifics. For each record, the field is counted if at least one $a subfield is
present. These numbers characterize cataloging practices by the sheer num-
ber of distinct fields occurring in more than 20% (10%) of the material.
Looking at agency records, one observes a slightly richer usage of subject
headings on BIBBI’s side, as well as a higher usage of specific note fields.
The usage pattern of the 025 field also differs. Bokbasen uses it to store
(duplicate) the ISBN, whereas BIBBI uses it almost exclusively to store
European Article Numbers (EAN) for non-book material. Additionally, we
observed a smaller usage of the general note field and a slightly higher
usage of the specific note fields. The in-house records exhibit a lower num-
ber of fields occurring in more than 20% of the records, but, for example,
a higher percentage of records with a DDC classification (082), indicating a
higher percentage of nonfiction materials cataloged by libraries (see also
Table 12). We also observed that the In House produced (IH) library
records are somewhat poorer on average as measured by the diversity
of fields.
One peculiarity is field 538, which occurs in 24% of all library

records but in very few agency records, indicating the popularity of
electronic resources delivered by Biblioteksentralen (accompanied by
BIBBI records).

Summary

In this section, the varying practices from the communities of practice rep-
resented in this paper are presented and analyzed. We have seen three
main sources for different practice:

Table 14. Fields occurring in more than 10% and less than 20% of the library records resp.
agency records. Local fields omitted.
Library (all) Library (IH) BIBBI Bokbasen

Tag % Tag % Tag % Tag %

025 18 740 15 503 18 532 16
546 16 041 15 500 15 511 11
040 13 546 15 250 13
090 12 505 15 740 12
041 11 022 14
740 10 090 14

511 14
651 13
503 13
521 12
599 11
240 11
440 11
025 10
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� Varying size, man-power, and mandate between libraries and agencies,
probably responsible for differences of field usage between IH and
imported records.

� Different “fitness for use” ideals and adaptation of records to serve local
patrons. This explains modifications done to the 019 $a (target audi-
ence) subfield, and the enrichment of local history and culture-related
records (further discussed in the “Local History and Culture” Section).

� Different interpretations of the standards, consistent with lack of
“common understanding, or consensus,”42 exemplified by the different
implementations of added entries by the agencies.

Further aspects and examples

Reuse and interoperability

Reuse in a metadata context can be regarded both in terms of reducing
labor, and in terms of avoiding redundancy, both locally and globally.
Principle 4.3 of IFLA’s Statement of Cataloguing Principles43 states “[..] all
efforts should be made to provide open access to published mappings
between the standard used and the International Standard Bibliographic
Description (ISBD), to foster better interoperability and accurate reuse of
information.”
The term interoperability is used in many domains (often referred to as

a capability of a system), but particularly in the sense of exchanging infor-
mation. It is also defined as “the effective exchange of content
between systems.”44

Regarding redundancy, Smith-Yoshimura et al. encourage catalogers to
“Consider how best to take advantage of linked data and avoid creating the
same redundant metadata in individual records. Consider sources outside
the traditional library environment.”45 Tillett, goes even further, advocating
the augmentation of records by “information from a rights management
organization, a publisher or manufacturer or distributor, further enhanced
by a cataloger to provide a classification and/or subject terms to help find
that resource, while others may add more content information. or expand
the relationships, and maybe even later the data can be enhanced by a
scholar with some special expertise or knowledge about the resource or the
topic it covers.”46

In this context it is interesting to observe the Bokbasen records, and
their extensive use of external authority codes for persons ($0 subfield of
100 and 700).
The labor-saving aspect of reuse is manifested in acquisition of centrally

produced records from agencies, and in the copy-cataloging of records
from other sources. Copy cataloging is a clear case of reuse of previously
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invested labor, but seems to represent a problem, as traces of the original
record irrelevant to the intended new record occasionally remain after copying.
As hypothesized by the head of Bibliotek-Systemer (email correspondence),
these may be parts of the record less easily visible to the cataloger (position-
based values of control fields are typical), that are left unchanged, creating
inconsistencies. Bibliotek-Systemer also hosts and maintains a database
“Dugnadsbasen”, where libraries can reuse each other’s record production,
updating and improving records that are not provided by the central agencies.

The case of the multilingual library

The multilingual library (Det Flerspråklige Bibliotek [DFB]), formerly a
department within the Oslo Public Library, and since 2017 a department in
the National Library, is an interesting in between case of being both a library
and an agency. Whereas BIBBI and Bokbasen AS are commercial actors, DFB
operates directly under a public mandate, committed to supplying libraries
with foreign language media and associated records. Media are distributed to
the libraries either through interlibrary loan (ILL) or as depots, where book
packages are lent to, and are kept by the customer library for a limited period.
In this period, the books are a part of the library’s own collection, and the
associated records are a part of the library’s catalog.
One example reported by Lazzarini47 on the side of DFB, is, for books

originally written in a foreign alphabet, to allow a repetition of field 245
(originally non-repeatable in NORMARC), to facilitate search in the ori-
ginal alphabet rather than the transcribed form. Table 15 shows an example
record describing a Persian book. This feature required a modification of
the ILS program code that DFB had to commission. This can be seen as an
example of a willingness to bend the standard to facilitate fitness for a cer-
tain purpose, which is consistent with the “lack of consensus” aspect of
boundary object theory.

Local history and culture

As stated in the IFLA Public Library Service Guidelines,48 public libraries have
a responsibility for “providing a focus for cultural and artistic development in
the community and helping to shape and support the cultural identity of the
community.” Lokalsamlingen (the local collection) is a traditional Norwegian
way to partially fulfill this role by facilitating access to other materials relevant
to the local history and culture. The following two example records from our
material show the attitude toward local history and culture.
In Table 16, we juxtapose a part of a library record (left) against the par-

allel part of the BIBBI agency record (right). We see that the subject
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headings are modified. The 610 field is truncated to leave only subfield $a,
whereas as many as six subject heading fields (650) are added. For the
Stavanger Library, this is an important local history document, an anthol-
ogy about the 1981 disaster of the Alexander Kielland marine oil platform,
and it is conceivable that the library staff wishes to facilitate for retrieval by
allowing a richer set of search entries. Table 17 shows an excerpt of a
record describing a bygdebok, best translated as ”rural chronicles”, which is
a documentation of a Norwegian rural community, juxtaposed with the
relevant part of its source record from the Bokbasen agency (right). The
library record to the left has three content notes, a personal name added
entry, and a main series added entry.

Conclusion and further research

In this paper we have gauged the metadata landscape of Norwegian public
libraries 2017–2018, considering the NORMARC format as a boundary
object to which libraries, cataloging agencies and users relate. To this end

Table 15. A DFB record with a repeating 245 field.
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we selected 49 libraries of different sizes, for which we downloaded all the
records satisfying dc.date ¼ 2017. We also downloaded the cataloging
agency records using the same parameter.
The cross section chosen for the analysis, spanning materials published

in 2017, thereby cataloged during 2017 and 2018, is interesting as it is
immediately after the introduction of Bokbasen AS as a record supplier to
the National Library for distribution to public libraries, along with
Biblioteksentralen’s BIBBI database to which many libraries still subscribe.
We have found some slight differences in practice between the two agen-

cies. Particularly the treatment of added entries is an example of following
a standard without necessarily agreeing on the details. Also, the number of
changes made to Bokbasen records is relatively higher than its share of the
imported records, indicating a “newcomer effect.”
When it comes to the consumer libraries, the sample that we down-

loaded shows that libraries make few changes to the records that they
import from central agencies, and the larger the library, the higher the
change rate. The changes appear to have a local user profile, facilitating
exposure of materials to target groups as the libraries know them, rather
than adopting the agency’s (or publisher’s) assignment. We have also

Table 16. The Alexander Kielland Oil Platform, library (left) vs. agency record.

Table 17. The Fjell Rural Chronicles, library (left) and agency.
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detected changes seemingly done to better facilitate access to local history /
local culture materials. One path of further research could be to investigate
the user benefits of these local changes. A linked data or graph-based data
model offers the potential of combining central and local catalog data,
potentially enhancing these benefits.
We have also observed erroneous records, with a potential of reducing

metadata quality. One example is control-fields inconsistent with the rest
of the record. We suspect this is due to a copy cataloging error, or creation
of a record based on an old record.
The above aspects imply that, particularly in larger libraries, cataloging

training is still needed.
In accordance with our hypothesis, our analysis indicates that there is a

greater element of “following standards” in the cataloging agencies, and a
greater willingness among public library staff to facilitate for their patrons.
Apart from classification code assignment, we have not found space in

this paper to do an in-depth analysis of subject headings, or other intellec-
tual-labor-intensive metadata fields, but this is highly desirable to do in a
follow-up to this project, as it is this type of metadata that represents a
benefit of the library catalog as opposed to Google, for example.
Further research should also address the use of catalogs by library

patrons and other users, to trace these effects in the search process.
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